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Sai Wan not the only site at risk

Sai Wan is not the only pristine spot under threat

About 20 sites within or close to two country parks in Sai Kung are vulnerable to the type of
development that is blighting a pristine coastal spot at Sai Wan.

They are not covered by any statutory zoning plans and at least two are already damaged as a result
of illegal construction work.

Environmentalists want the planning loophole plugged with urgent zoning of at-risk sites or the
government stepping in to buy the land to save it from destruction.

But the government says rezoning would be of little help in the Sai Wan case, where vegetation has
already been removed, and it refused to say what, if anything, was being done about the other sites,
saying it was "sensitive information".

Last week, the South China Morning Post reported that businessman Simon Lo Lin-shing bought an
abandoned village on the scenic Tai Long Wan coast at Sai Wan and was stripping bare a site for a
private retreat.

Secretary for Development Carrie Lam Cheng Yuet-ngor  rejected the buyout option, saying it was
unaffordable and that there was no current policy under which it could be done.

She said zoning of the sites as a development permission area, with enforceable land-use zoning rules
before a detailed zoning plan was drafted, would not make a big difference to the Sai Wan site.

The Planning Department, which is under the bureau, also refused to say if any zoning plans for the
sites were being drafted, saying it was its established practice not to reveal sensitive information.

Like Sai Wan, the 20 other sites, of varying size and shape at locations across the Sai Kung
peninsula, are not part of country parks but are pockets surrounded by or close to the parks. It is
uncertain why these sites were excluded when the government designated the Sai Kung East Country Park
and Sai Kung West Country Park with a total area of over 7,400 hectares in 1978, but it could have
been because they were privately owned village areas.

The sites, many of them along popular hiking routes, have remained undisturbed in the past because of
lack of access and imminent development plans but there are increasing reports of them being defaced.
For example, Pak Lap,  a pocket near the High Island Reservoir, was defaced by an illegal access road
and site formation years ago.

A site at To Kwa Peng  - in a quiet bay of Tai Long Harbour - which does not have any road access,
was damaged after a digger was brought in by sea recently.

"We are not asking to turn the whole Sai Kung peninsula into a country park but there needs to be
zoning controls at these sites that are so close to valuable protected areas," said Alan Leung Sze-
lun,  a conservation manager from WWF Hong Kong.

Leung was one of the representatives from nine green groups who met environment minister Edward Yau
Tang-wah  yesterday to voice concern over what happened at Sai Wan and to express frustration at
flaws in the planning system.

After the meeting, Yau said the government would find a solution that would both address private
property rights and environmental protection but he did not say how.

"As to how to ensure land development is compatible with the environment, we have to keep a balance
between respecting private property rights and conservation. We will also closely monitor the case,
and when necessary discuss with other departments on how to find a mutually acceptable solution," he
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said.

Yau described the construction at the Sai Wan site as "minor works" that encroached on some
government land, adding there was no clear evidence of vegetation destruction.

 A spokesman for the groups, Peter Li Siu-man  of the Conservancy Association,  said they were
disappointed at the minister's response to the Sai Wan case. "All we need is an immediate planning
control imposed on the site," he said, adding that an alternative was to resume the land to preserve
the landscape of Tai Long Wan.

 Meanwhile, a Facebook group set up on  Friday to protest against the Sai Wan construction has
attracted nearly 50,000 members.

A spokeswoman for Lo, who bought the Sai Wan site for more than HK$16 million, said Lo was willing to
meet officials. But a Lands Department spokeswoman last night refused to say if a meeting had been
scheduled, saying the department had written to Lo to remind him to comply with land lease conditions
and respect government land.

Geopark officers from the Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department said the incident would
not affect Hong Kong's bid to list the city's geopark as World Heritage, as the site was not part of
the park.
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Green groups to march against ‘private lodge’ in Sai Wan

 Protestors see threat from private project at one of city’s 10 �best scenic spots

By Joy LIChina Daily

Secretary for Environment Edward Yau Tang-wah said the government will keep a close watch on a
controversial excavation in Tai Long Sai Wan in Sai Kung that has raised an outcry among
conservationists.

Yau said he hopes a plan can be worked out that will satisfy all parties concerned with the
development of a site at Tai Long Sai Wan, which boasts Hong Kong’s most pristine stretch of
coastline and in area that topped the best 10 scenic spots in the city.

The outcry erupted after the South China Morning Post reported last Friday that bulldozers had
stripped the site bare on instructions from Simon Lo Lin-shing, chairman of Mongolia Energy
Corporation and Vision Values Holdings.

Lo bought the site, a deserted village, from its original owners for HK$16 million. He said the land
was to be developed into an organic garden. Local villagers dispute Lo’s claim, saying the property
is being developed into a private lodge, with artificial ponds, a tennis court and separate
apartments.

Yau said he believes a balance must be struck between respect for private land ownership and the
public will for environmental conservation.

Yau warned the land owner that any redevelopment on agricultural land requires approval from the
Lands Office, otherwise no construction work should proceed. He made the remarks Tuesday after
meeting representatives from nine green groups at the Environment Bureau’s Wan Chai office.

Peter Li, campaign manager at the Conservancy Association, expressed disappointment with Yau’s
remarks, saying the government failed to make any concrete promises to address the issue. Green
groups urged the government to quicken its step by zoning Sai Wan as a coastal protection area and to
undertake further review of its conservation policies.

The site covers 10,000 square meters. Construction started in early June. Large-scale excavation has
been going on, with surface plants removed and streams flowing from surrounding hills diverted.

The point of contention is whether the privately owned property falls under any government regulation
on environmental protection. Since the site is not included in any statutory zoning, the development
is not bound by planning controls and no environmental impact assessments are required in advance.
Until now, the only point at which government intervention may occur is that some of the affected
areas are on government land.

“While the land is privately owned, the visual value and natural setting of the site belongs to
society,” Alan Leung Sze-lun, World Wildlife Fund Hong Kong conservation manager, pointed out.

According to a site inspection carried out jointly by the Environment Bureau, Environment Protection
Department, Lands Department and Agriculture, Fisheries & Conservation Department on Monday, the
government stated in a press release that “the affected areas are mainly private lots and are
outside Sai Kung West Country Park, but some government land adjoining the private land is
affected.” The Sai Kung District Lands Office has put up notice boards declaring that further
excavation on the site identified as government land is prohibited.

Environmental protection organizations have mobilized supporters and called for protests to be
carried on through social networking websites such as Facebook. “Friends of Tai Long Sai Wan”, a
Facebook group set up last Friday, attracted over 46,000 members in four days. The organizers called
for two protests next Saturday and Sunday at Cheung Sha Wan Government Offices and affected areas in
Sai Wan. By late Tuesday, over 1,000 people had indicated their interest in joining both protests.
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Saving the last frontier

 Thank God, the red flag was raised in  time to stop bulldozers from further  destroying one of Hong
Kong's top 10  scenic spots, Sai Wan.

But sorry, environment minister  Edward Yau Tang-wah doesn't deserve  a pat on the back even though
he pulled  the plug on the massive excavation work  on the 10,000-square-meter site along  the coast
of Tai Long Wan, in a remote  part of Sai Kung.

That's because Yau only woke up  after an outcry by more than 37,000  netizens on Facebook over the
past  couple of days, protesting against what  they saw as wanton destruction.

Their frustration, along with the  concerns of green groups, are  understandable, as they were
shocked to  learn that a wealthy businessman was  quietly transforming an abandoned village he bought
into a private lodge.

The netizens are angry because they  care about the beautiful scenery of Sai  Wan - especially since
it's Hong Kong's  last natural scenic spot.

The beach is famous for its fine sand  and clear blue water. Sai Wan is considered one of the city's
Four Wonders,  and is highly recommended by the  Hong Kong Tourism Board as a green  travel
destination.

So, one wonders how come such a  natural wonder isn't under proper protection. Netizens also want to
know  why the rich can develop a site without  considering the environment.

To be fair to the businessman, he has  done nothing wrong legally. His only  offense may have been
chopping down  a number of trees since - according to  the law - one must apply for permission  to
cut down trees.

But this may be hard to prove. As  Yau said yesterday: "In the preliminary  checking, including my
personal visit  there, I have seen that there are some  excavation works done, but there is not  much
tree felling when we compare the  [site with] aerial photos taken some  years ago. That site might
have been an  abandoned field. I have not seen very  clear evidence of vegetation destruction." Simon
Lo Lin-shing, chairman of  Mongolia Energy Corp, and Vision  Values Holdings, acquired the Sai Wan
site for more than HK$16 million. He  was quoted as saying it will be turned  into an organic garden,
but local  villagers say it will be a private lodge  with artificial ponds, a tennis court and  a
separate apartment with a helipad.

The abandoned village is in a remote  area surrounded by the Sai Kung East  Country Park, but isn't
part of the park.  There's no road and it's only accessible  on foot or by boat. The bulldozers were
barged in.

Literally, Lo can do whatever he  likes with his own land, as long as it's  within the law. He has
every right also  for a large piece of land nearby, which  wasn't included in the outlying zoning
plans - without a specific land use. This  means the government's hands are tied.

Hong Kong has enough legislation  governing land use. Therefore, the main  problem here is the law
regarding land  in the New Territories - a long-running  issue. The government has to be very
careful in dealing with the current issue.

I, for one, don't want to see a repeat  of the King Yin Lei saga in 2008, when  the government was
forced to swap  valuable land with the owner under the  name of preservation.
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Beauty spot inaction upsets greens

 The government says it will seek a balance  between private property interests and environmental
protection in the construction of  a controversial project in rural Sai Kung.

But green activists are unhappy that  officials have made no concrete promise of  any immediate
follow-up action.

``We have to strike a balance between  recognizing private property rights and environmental
protection, '' environment chief  Edward Yau Tang-wah said after a meeting  with green groups
yesterday.

The project occupies agricultural land at  Tai Long Sai Wan in Sai Kung. It is surrounded by - but
not part of - the Sai Kung  East Country Park.

The construction has sparked protests from  lawmakers, green groups and individuals alike  who say it
is despoiling natural vegetation in  one of Hong Kong's most scenic spots.

The project site is owned by Simon Lo Lin- shing, chairman of Hong Kong-listed company Mongolia
Energy.

Lo says he plans to build an organic garden  with pools for public use. But villagers believe  he
will build a private lodge at the site with  artificial ponds and a tennis court.

After inspecting the site on Monday, Yau  said though some excavation work has been  done, there is
no serious damage to vegetation.  The site may be an abandoned field, he said.

Peter Li Man-siu, campaign manager of  the Conservancy Association, criticized the  government for
failing to offer a comprehensive plan to protect Sai Wan and called for  planning controls to be
imposed at the site.

This will ensure that any development application has to get Town Planning Board approval first.

Designing Hong Kong convener Paul  Zimmerman called on the government to restrict development even on
private land near  country parks: ``They must now put up land  control and planning control on those
sites so  they can no longer be destroyed.''

Other environmentalists urged that part or  all of private land within country parks be  repossessed
to avoid further damage to the  natural landscape.

Meanwhile, Secretary for Development  Carrie Lam Cheng Yuet-ngor said the government will not
repossess private land whenever  there is a public outcry. Conservation may be  achieved through many
other ways, she said.  staff.reporter@singtaonewscorp.com
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Laws needed to protect pristine coastal areas

      The public loses out, yet again, as the relevant government departments are powerless to
protect the pristine Tai Long Wan area from being encroached upon (Protesters outraged over project
at Sai Wan, July 20).

  With a little foresight, this location could so easily have been acquired by the government for
future generations to appreciate.  Do officials still believe it is not necessary to purchase private
land inside or adjacent to our country parks?  The government must act now.

  Did the landowner allow heavy equipment to be taken across a protected beach to get to the site? If
so, what action will be taken?

  Since the site should only be used for agriculture, who will ensure this really happens? Will the
Lands Department be vigilant, or wait until it is too late to enforce regulations - and we find
tennis courts where there should be organic farming?

  The  Environmental Protection Department  continually  shows itself to be ineffective.

  I hope this turn of events will encourage the government to revise its strategy regarding what
remains of our natural heritage.  It must seriously consider  legislation  which ensures that Hong
Kong's most scenic areas cannot be purchased by a privileged few.

  The government spends millions of tax dollars building roads and destroying our  harbour but fails
to protect beautiful coastal areas. For a mere HK$16 million this part of Tai Long Wan could have
remained a hikers' paradise instead of becoming a rich man's retreat.

  Joan Miyaoka, Sha Tin

    Copyright (c) 2010. South China Morning Post Publishers Ltd. All rights reserved.
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